Grains in desert sandstorms spontaneously generate strong electrical charges; likewise volcanic dust plumes produce spectacular lightning displays. Charged particle clouds also cause devastating explosions in food, drug and coal processing industries. Despite the wide-ranging importance of granular charging in both nature and industry, even the simplest aspects of its causes remain elusive, because it is difficult to understand how inert grains in contact with little more than other inert grains can generate the large charges observed. Here, we present a simple yet predictive explanation for the charging of granular materials in collisional flows. We argue from very basic considerations that charge transfer can be expected in collisions of identical dielectric grains in the presence of an electric field, and we confirm the model's predictions using discrete-element simulations and a tabletop granular experiment. 
in sandstorms dissipate rapidly on the onset of rain 21 . Under such 
33
We begin by considering a caricature of a collision of two grains 34 within a strong electric field-as is documented to be ubiquitous Once separated (right panel), the particles again become polarized by the external field. In this way, initially neutral but polarized particles gain one unit of charge following every collision. Blue denotes negative and red positive charge, as indicated by the numbers beside each hemisphere, and the arrows indicate representative particle velocities.
hemispheres become neutralized, as indicated in the centre panel of show, it provides experimentally testable predictions.
47
The result of the caricatured collision shown in Fig. 1 is that the 48 top-and bottom-most hemispheres of the granular assembly retain 49 a charge, whereas the contacting hemispheres become neutralized.
50
After the collision, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 , each 51 individual grain is again exposed to the pre-existing electric field,
52
causing the grains to be repolarized with additional unit charges top 53 and bottom. As the right panel indicates, the result of this process 54 is to increase the negative charge by one unit on the upper particle,
55
and the positive charge on the lower one by the same amount.
56
This charge transfer occurs for every collision, and so in theory, which provides that the collision rate, R, for moving 1 particles is simply 26 :
Here C is a constant proportional to the particle cross-section, 4 n is the number density of particles, V rms is the mean particle between the rate of energy input and the rate of dissipation.
8
We consider here the situation in which energy is input from 9 below-as is documented to occur when windblown particles 10 strike the ground 27 -and in which dissipation occurs during 11 inelastic particle collisions.
12
To make the problem analytically tractable, we specify that this case, we can write:
where L is the number of layers of particles through which an ejected 21 particle may pass and ν is a constant that ensures that
If we make the first-order approximation (which
23
we validate with computations shortly) that the particle density 24 grows linearly with L, then after insertion of equation (2) into 25 equation (1), we obtain:
where the constant α = CV o /2 √ |lnε| is determined by the particle is, small L), the charging rate will be small because the number 33 density will be small and hence particle collisions will be infrequent,
34
whereas for deep beds (large L), the charging rate will be small 35 because collisions will be numerous, and so the finite coefficient 36 of restitution will cause the bed to collapse. We remark that the 37 rapidity of the dropoff in charge at large L is regulated by the 38 parameter β: for large β the dropoff is abrupt; for smaller β the 39 dropoff is more gradual, and that the dimensional charging rate is 40 R multiplied by the unit charge imparted per collision.
41
To test this model, we carry out simulations and experiments in 42 which inelastic particles are agitated from below and we evaluate at the centre of the bottom plate. The plenum and plate are conductive and grounded. The metal plate above the glass jar is connected to a 30 kV generator, and the container itself (about 30 cm in diameter) is sealed except for a <1 mm gap around the bottom edge to let air escape. e, Some grains adhere to the top (circle) or sides (arrow) of the container, after the airflow has been halted. The particles are coloured glass beads of diameter 1.6 ± 0.1 mm, and the relative humidity is measured by a sling psychrometer to be 51 ± 2%.
the accumulation of charge in the presence of an externally 1 applied electric field. After each collision, the net charge on each particle is recalculated 7 and a vertical force is applied that is proportional to the product 8 of that charge and an external, vertically oriented, electric field 9 of fixed strength. As described in Fig. 1 , charges on upper and 10 lower hemispheres of each particle neutralize during every collision, 
23
The simulated volume is periodic in the horizontal directions.
24
We have also carried out simulations using fixed walls; however, what leads to low density and hence weak charging at small L.
62
We remark that there is no analytic framework to predict how the 63 depth of an agitated and charged bed will depend on L; however, The computational number of grains (inset) is an average over 9,500 independent realizations; the experimental number (main plot) is summed over 20 successive snapshots taken at 2 s intervals. The experiments were carried out over the course of several days, with the relative humidity ranging between 45% and 53 ± 2%. The dashed lines are plots of equation (3) blown from below through a porous plenum 6 cm in diameter.
2
As shown in Fig. 3a , the experiment is contained in a 5-mm-thick is applied by placing a second metal plate that is connected to a 10 30 kV van de Graaff generator above the apparatus and outside the 11 jar. As shown in the enlargements in Fig. 3b,d , shallow beds only 12 weakly fluidize, whereas deeper beds become energetically agitated.
13
In both cases, grains float spontaneously within the chamber and (Fig. 3e) . We emphasize that because the upper plate within the glass jar.
22
In this experiment, measuring actual particle charge is prob- 
